Abstract—Rich Internet Applications have gained a good demand in web engineering, and AJAX plays a major role as a script based technique to develop Rich Internet Applications, even though its adoption is considered difficult due to various complexities. If the root cause for these complexities can be identified and the difficulties can be overcome, we can simplify the AJAX based Rich Internet Applications engineering and support the Rapid Application Development methodology to produce Rich Web Apps faster, while maintaining the quality. We have identified the importance of a general architecture for Rich Internet Applications – which is capable of addressing the difficulties in AJAX adoption – and we propose some essential features which need to be expected from the general architecture; based on the knowledge gained from a survey and a series of experiments. These features are supposed to be used, to design a general hybrid Rich Internet Application architecture – which increases the support in Rapid Application Development – in our ongoing research.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) were introduced in the era of Web 2, to facilitate the users with faster web applications, which have rich features and responsive interfaces, over the slow traditional web applications with limited interactivity [1]. Users experience the richness of the RIAs via popular applications like Facebook, Flicker or Google apps, so that they like to feel the same in other Web Apps they consume too, which creates high demand for RIAs. RIAs can be organized into three distinct types [2]. First type is the proprietary plug-in based (Sandbox) approach like in Flash/Flex/Java applets/Microsoft Silverlight. The second type is the well-known Asynchronous Java Script and XML (AJAX) techniques, referred to as script based RIAs. And the third type is the least publicized browser based approaches, like XUL from Mozilla Foundation.

AJAX has already become the most popular and well used technology [3] for developing RIAs; and AJAX is far more than just a trend, it’s a powerful approach to build RIAs [4]. The combination of established technologies like HTML, CSS, JavaScript, XML and http request-response model, used to develop AJAX makes it unique and strong [13]; and it is a major breakthrough in the web development area even though it is rather complex to set up [5]. But if its complexities can be realized and overcome, AJAX will be a better technology in RIAs development [6]. There are several perspectives for these complexities and Difficulties related to the AJAX based RIAs engineering. Engineers have to think in a different way to design and develop AJAX applications [7] and the realization is difficult [3]. The Model-View-Controller (MVC) is an essential architectural pattern and in AJAX development the MVC module is not clearly separated, instead they are mixed in the web page [8]. The lack of architectural formalism in AJAX based RIAs is related to all these complexity and difficulties [9] and understanding proper tools and methodologies is recommended. However, immense application of AJAX can introduce significant code redundancy, hence unexpected errors [3].

Software Engineering process today tends to be supported by Rapid Application Development (RAD) methodologies, due to the reason that all the stake holders engaged in the development process, like to see a quality output rapidly. RAD is an approach to build systems which combines Computer-Assisted Software Engineering (CASE) tools and techniques, user-driven prototyping, and stringent project delivery time limits; into a potent, tested, reliable formula for top-notch quality and productivity [10]. Simply saying RAD drastically raises the quality of finished systems while reducing the time it takes to build them [10]. RAD is supported by powerful CASE tools which makes it possible for developers to create systems much faster than ever before; and the success of any RAD project is primarily dependent upon the tools used [10]. RAD tools are innovatively moving towards in two areas: language-based programming alternatives and software design support [11]. The models or the designs which specifies the applications from an abstract viewpoint have associated CASE tools for automation techniques, automatic code generation and computer aided planning and analysis; and these tools generate executable code [12], [10].

Our research is based on, identifying the reasons for the complexities, and designing solution(s) to overcome the difficulties, in AJAX based RIAs engineering; in order to increase the support for RAD. This paper describes the methodology we used to identify the complexities; and discusses the analysis of the knowledge we have gained from surveys; and the solutions we suggest. We review some related work in brief and at the end of the paper we conclude our findings and propose some future work, which can be helpful to continue the research furthermore.
II. METHODOLOGY

We used three distinct techniques, to gain the knowledge, understand the background, and experience the environment; needed for designing solutions and continue the research. To gather the knowledge about the history and the background of RIAs and AJAX related researches – as the first technique – we conducted a literature survey to study, what the experts have said and what are the related researches have been done.

As the second technique – to make the knowledge gained in the literature survey stronger, and to confirm the knowledge is up to date and related – we conducted a cross-sectional survey, targeting individuals engaged in RIA engineering; using random sampling method. Using statistical techniques, we analysed the data gathered; and inferred the evidence for the findings of the literature survey, and some other important facts related to the complexities in AJAX RIA development.

Parallel to the surveys – as the third technique – we conducted a series of experiments continuously from the beginning of the research. These experiments helped to experience ourselves, the complexities and difficulties what we have learnt from the surveys, and isolate some facts which affect those complexities by working on different types of RIA projects. These experiments helped to identify the areas to be improved, and to try out various techniques to increase the realization of the AJAX adoption within the RIA to make the development process smooth. The process model was a prototype based iterative and incremental, but throughout the life cycle in some iterations we did change the project and the knowledge in previous projects iterations was used continuously.

III. DISCUSSION

When analyzing the data gathered in the cross-sectional survey, we identified that just 21% of individuals find it is difficult to realize the AJAX general architecture, where the majority 79% find it is not difficult or easy. See the Fig. 1 for AJAX general architecture.

![Fig. 1. AJAX general architecture.](image)

The results inferred from the analysis of the cross-sectional survey evident that the engineering process of AJAX based RIAs are suffering from some difficulties [3], [13], [5]. Actually these difficulties are related to the complexities in realization the RIA structure and adoption of AJAX techniques within the RIA [3], and we think that the main reason is there is a lack of architectural formalism for AJAX based RIAs [13]. To reduce the difficulties and support the development, we have come across – throughout the literature survey – various tools available; and some frameworks and specific architectural based solutions introduced by researchers; where these solutions have their own pros and cons, which are subjected – out of the scope of this paper – to be discussed. And in the literature survey, we noted and filtered some important factors as below, which need to be highlighted here.

- The importance of having a sound architecture to realize the full potential of an application [14]-[16], hence reduce the development confusions.
- The importance of having a good complete system design based on a strong architecture.
- The importance of having a good design combined with the proper CASE tools and best practices to facilitate the RAD adequately.

The proposed solution of our ongoing research, which is a general architecture for AJAX based RIAs, was designed and tested throughout a series of experiments, in multiple versions. In each and every version we concentrated on identifying a different set of complexities and the difficulties related to them, which needs to be addressed; and worked on recognizing and designing the features, need to be provided by the architecture, to offer support for the identified set of difficulties. By analysing the results of these experiments, we constructed a set of features, which are supposed to be expected from a general RIA architecture. Since some of the features are derived from available architectural patterns, we would say that our solution will likely be a general hybrid architecture for AJAX based RIAs, which offers the features specify below.
1) The general architecture should be based on the simple two-tier client-server architecture and support expansion of the layers by adding more tiers or components like files, Databases (DB), Web Services (WS) or Enterprise Service Buses (ESB) easily. See the Fig. 3 for architectural support for layer expansion. It will provide the architect and the system designer the freedom to incorporate available design patterns without an additional learning curve, when designing the RIA.

Fig. 3. Support expansion of the layers.

2) We think that the MVC pattern is really useful in Web Development since the various parts of the web application are developed using different languages and techniques. The presentation of the content in web pages or Views and developed using HTML and CSS. The behaviors or the Controllers are developed using client-side JavaScript or server-side language. The business logics are mostly developed using server-side implementation techniques. Even though the code for MVC is there mostly they are mixed in the web page [8]. We think that the understanding of MVC incorporation and the clear separation of the modules will increase the realization of the RIA structure too. Therefore we propose that the general RIA architecture should incorporate the MVC pattern; provide the realization of how the MVC modules are adopted in RIA; and the data flows like http requests-responds or/and events-updates between the modules should be defined clearly too. See the Fig. 4 for incorporating MVC pattern.

Fig. 4. Incorporate MVC pattern.

3) Since we are focusing on the AJAX based RIAs, the general architecture should explains clearly how the AJAX is adopted and embedded into the RIA. We would like to categorize the rich features into 2 main groups – AJAX-based and non-AJAX-based. In the designing and development of RIAs, it is important to identify and understand the techniques used to implement the rich features, and how these features are integrated into the same application or the same page. The general architecture should increase the realization of how both the AJAX asynchronous data flows and other http request/respond data flows are integrated by providing an abstract overall structural understanding of the RIA. See the Fig. 5 for clear AJAX adoption within RIA.

Fig. 5. AJAX adoption within the RIA

4) By all the means, the proposed architectural solution is supposed to be general. It should not be based on any platforms, languages, frameworks or libraries, so that the engineers can continue using their usual tools and knowledge; therefore, when the proposed general architecture is used, the learning curves – caused by the usage of the general architecture – are minimal. This will ensure a support for wide range of platforms, tools and techniques, and will help to be aligned to the stakeholders constraints on platforms and tools too.

5) The main requirement expected by the general architecture is increasing the realization of the all the aspects of AJAX based RIAs as discussed in the above features. Such abstract general architecture should provide a sufficient help in clear and complete system designing and development too. When the abstract realization provided by the architecture is sufficient in efficient designing and development, it may facilitate increasing the CASE tool incorporation, hence the RAD capabilities.

IV. RELATED WORK

While continuing the research, we came across many tools, frameworks, techniques, and some other researches. In this section we discuss in brief about 3 researches directly related to our research.

The paper “AJAX-based Applicable Framework Research and Design” [17] introduces a pure JavaScript based simple framework. This framework wraps the XMLHttpRequest object creation codes inside a functions, which can effectively reduce the redundant code in AJAX features implementation. This paper provides a good start for the beginners and this framework can be a handy tool for the developers who use pure JavaScript. Since there are well established JavaScript frameworks like jQuery are available free, which provides very efficient wrappers for AJAX with many more other features, it is not recommended to use a pure JavaScript framework. We think that the learning curve of this framework is not much high, but this framework will not increase the realization of the AJAX based RIAs so that the support provided in a complex project will be less.

The authors of the paper “jQuery-based Ajax General Interactive Architecture” [3] introduces an effective solution, they call it JAGA, which can greatly reduce the amount of
code, and as the authors interpret “the reduction of code means the reduction of difficulty to use”. The JAGA principle has its own architecture and the sub modules in the modules of this architecture use specific patterns and data structures. Because of this complex nature, we think this solution has a great learning curve. And this architecture is based on jQuery, which limits the tools selection and usage of the engineer.

SPIAR is the solution provided by the authors of the paper “An architectural style of Ajax” [9], introduces a good general solution for AJAX based RIA complexities. It inherits some features from Google’s GWT, Backbase and Echo2; but does not based on them. Since this is a new architectural style and it has a different component structures, the learning curve will be high; and the adoption of the style can introduce a new level of complexity. SPIAR is designed for single page RIA development and we do not think it provides enough abstraction for general AJAX based RIAs.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

RIA engineering is suffering from complexities and the AJAX adoption is considered difficult. A good understanding of the AJAX general architecture or usage of various CASE tools have not helped reducing the difficulties, so we cannot expect an adequate support in RAD of RIAs by them. Since a good architecture can help in increasing the realization of the system and reduce the complications, we propose a general hybrid RIA architecture to increase the realization of AJAX based RIAs and reduce the complexities. We have identified some essential features, which should be expected from such a general RIA architecture, and we suggest that these features will be useful to design the proposed general hybrid RIA architecture to increase the realization of AJAX adoption and the other general features in RIAs. This general architecture may assist in complete and precise RIAs designing, hence increase the ability of incorporating CASE tools, supporting the RAD techniques adequately.

In future we expect to continue our experiments and finish the design of general hybrid RIA architecture, which provides the features discussed in this paper. The evaluation of the new general architecture against the classical RIA engineering in future is also necessary. Identification of the usage constraints and limitations of the proposed RIA architecture and raise discussions on how to overcome the limitation(s) if any, is essential too.
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